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Specifications

HP 20 Charging Cart V2 HP 30 Charging Cart V2 HP 20 Mgd Charging Cart V2 HP 30 Mgd Charging Cart V2 

Part number T9E84AA T9E86AA T9E83AA T9E85AA

Dimensions 35.25 x 24.8 x 42.0 in
(89.5 x 63 x 106 cm)

48.65 x 24.8 x 42.0 in 
(123.5 x 63 x 106 cm)

35.25 x 24.8 x 42.0 in
(89.5 x 63 x 106 cm)

48.65 x 24.8 x 42.0 in 
(123.5 x 63 x 106 cm)

Weight 162 lbs (73.5 kg) 199.1 lbs (90.3 kg) 172.3 lbs (78.15 kg) 202 lbs (91.618 kg)

Notebook Size and 
Models

Open architecture design is compatible with notebooks up to 15.6” screen size

Notebook Bay 
Dimensions 

Up to 12.4 x 17.13 x 2.4 in (31.5 x 43.5 x 6 cm)
To increase the height of a bay adjacent shelves may be removed.

Notebook Weights Assumed weight per notebook is 2.68-5.82 lbs (1.2-2.64 kg) and battery weight is .22-0.81 lbs (.22 kg - .370 kg)

Warranty 3-years on mechanical components and functions and 1-year on electrical components and functions limited warranty. 
Additional support is available by phone as well as online support forums.

Country of origin China
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1 HP 20 Mgd Charging Cart V2/ 30 Mgd Charging Cart V2 only.Ethernet switch and Internet connection required and sold separately.

Streamline deployments with efficient multi-device charging 
Keep your fleet of up to 20/30 notebooks and tablets ready to go in range of environments such as education, hospitality, and more with the HP 
Notebook Charging Carts V2, sturdy, lockable rolling carts that securely house and charge your devices. 
Simplify system updates 
Push new software and system patches through an Ethernet connection to your tablets and notebooks while they are being charged with Ethernet 
cables integrated into the cart.1 
Charge up in a flash 
Recharge PCs with Power Shuttle 2.0, which scans and distributes power to charge your devices. LED indicators deliver easy-to-read status, and 
built-in venting keeps devices cool. Charge extra devices outside the cart with two auxiliary outlets. 
Easy to customize 
Find the perfect fit for all of your mobile devices with an open architecture and removable, smooth-edged shelves that accept notebooks and 
tablets up to 15.6 inches diagonal. Cable management clips keep device power cords tidy and out of the way. 
Lock it up 
Secure your notebooks and tablets in the main compartment behind lockable doors and covers, and IT equipment and power adapters in a second, 
separate, lockable compartment 
Use it anywhere 
Move the cart between offices, classrooms, and more with integrated hand grips and four swiveling, lockable casters. Then simply park the cart, 
fold the retractable doors back into the unit, and load and unload your devices as needed.
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